Photoelectron counting sequences for single-atom resonance fluorescence are studied. The distribution of waiting times between photoelectric counts is calculated, and its dependence on drivingfield intensity and detection efficiency is discussed. The photoelectron-counting distribution is derived from the waiting-time distribution. The relationship between photoelectron counting sequences and photon emission sequences is discussed and used to obtain an expression for the reduced state of the atom during the waiting times between photoelectric counts. The roles of irreversibility and the observer in atomic state reduction are delineated.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fluorescent photons emitted by a single coherently driven two-level atom exhibit the nonclassical property of photon a n t i b~n c h i n~. l -~ The antibunching of fluorescent photons is seen in temporal correlations between photoelectric counts; the detection of one photon makes the detection of a second, after just a short delay, improbable. Photon antibunching is traditionally defined in terms of the degree of second-order temporal coherence g'2'( t, t +T). This is the joint probability for recording photoelectric counts in the intervals [t,t +At) and [t +T, t +7+At), normalized by the probability for two independent photoelectric counts. For antibunched light the joint probability for recording photoelectric counts closely spaced in time falls below the probability for statistically independent counts (separated by a time longer than the coherence time); thus, g i 2 ' ( t, t ) < 1.
The antibunching of fluorescent photons is also reflected in the sub-Poissonian character of the probability density p ( n , t, t + TI for recording n photoelectric counts in the interval [r, t + T ) .~ p (n,t,t + T ) can be derived from g'2'(t,t +T), although the detailed algebraic relationship is quite complicated. Both g'2'(t,t + T ) and p ( n , t, t + T ) have been calculated for single-atom resonance fluorescence by a number of workers.'-lo Because of the complexity of general expressions in the time domain, some workers only give the Laplace transform for the photoelectron counting distribution, or give explicit time-dependent expressions only for limiting cases, such as short and long counting times.
Recent theoretical work on "quantum j~r n~s " "~~~ has drawn attention to the distribution of waiting times between photon emissions as another useful quantity for characterizing photon statistics-in terms of measured quantities, the distribution of waiting times between photoelectrons. By "waiting time" we mean the time T between a photoelectric count recorded at time t, and the next, recorded at time t +T. If photoelectron sequences can be described by a Markov birth process, a single conditional probability density w (~l t ) specifies the distribution of waiting times between every pair of photoelectrons. We call this the photoelectron waiting-time distribution. Photoelectron waiting times for coherent light are exponentially distributed.I3 Antibunching implies that photons tend to be separated in time. The distribution of waiting times should then tend to peak around the average time between photoelectric counts.
Photoelectron waiting times are certainly not new to the field of photon statistics. Indeed, when a time-toamplitude converter is used for a delayed coincidence measurement, the raw data provide the distribution of waiting times between photoelectric counts. However, when the count rate is sufficiently low, this distribution is proportional (aside from dead-time corrections) to g12'( t,r +T). l 4 This relationship provides the technique used to measure g12 '(t,t + T ) in the experiments of Kimble et ~1 .~ on photon antibunching in resonance fluorescence. Thus, the waiting-time distribution and its relationship to g'2'(t,t +TI are known. But the waiting-time distribution has not been mentioned until r e~e n t l~'~~'~~'~ in the large theoretical literature on resonance fluorescence. This is a deficiency, since it provides a clearer physical picture of photon emission sequences, corresponding photoelectron counting sequences, and their nonclassical properties, than g'2'(t,t +T). In this paper we revisit the problem of single-atom resonance fluorescence and focus attention on the waiting-time distribution. (We will discuss waiting times between photon emissions as well as between photoelectrons. When the distinction is not important we simply refer to "the waiting times" or "the waiting-time distribution.") There are probably two main reasons for the lack of attention paid to w (~) t ) in early work on resonance fluorescence. The first is that g'2'(t,t +T), not w (~I t ) , is the quantity accessible to measurement. It might be asked, why not use a time-to-amplitude converter to measure the quantity it gives directly, the photoelectron waitingtime distribution w (~l t ) ? The problem is that photoelectric detection is very inefficient. The average time between photoelectric counts is unavoidably much longer than the correlation time of the fluorescent light. Then
The spontaneous-emission rate for an atom in free space can change when the atom radiates inside an electromagnetic cavity. The emission rate is reduced if the cavity subtends a large solid angle a t the atom and has no resonant modes into which the atom can emit.' It is increased when the atom couples strongly to a resonant mode of the cavity.' These effects are explained by perturbation theory; the altered emission rate is obtained from Fermi's golden rule using a density of states modified to account for the cavity boundary conditions. However, when the coupling between the atom and the cavity mode is so strong that a photon emitted into the cavity is likely to be reabsorbed before it escapes, perturbation theory cannot be used. Previous authors have studied atomic decay under these conditions assuming that spontaneous emission to modes other than the privileged cavity mode is negligible. Haroche and Raymond3 show that an initially excited atom undergoes single-quantum Rabi oscillations which decay at a rate determined by the cavity Q. Sanchez-Mondragon et al? derive a double-peaked "spontaneous-emission" spectrum by convolving the single-quantum Rabi oscillation in a lossless cavity against an exponential detector response function. This is not, however, a spontaneous-emission spectrum in the usual sense of irreversible decay into a reservoir of vacuum modes; in particular, linewidths are assigned by the detector response function and are not radiative in origin.
In this paper we consider the interaction between a two-level atom and a resonant cavity mode that subtends a small solid angle at the atom so that the spontaneousemission rate y into free-space is not negligible compared to the photon decay rate 2~ from the cavity. We derive the spontaneous emission spectrum and spectrum of weakly driven fluorescence measured by observing the light emitted (scattered) by the atom into free space. Our derivation places no restriction on the coupling strength g between the atom and the cavity mode. For K >>g >> y /2, we recover the increased linewidth associated with cavity-enhanced spontaneous emission. In the strong-coupling limit, g >>K, y /2, the spontaneousemission spectrum and the spectrum of weakly driven fluorescence are doublets, similar to those obtained by Sanchez-Mondragon et However, our spectra have meaningful radiative linewidths. For K << y /2 they have linewidths equal to one-half and one-third the free-space radiative linewidth of the atom, respectively. The master equation describing the resonant interaction between a two-level atom and a single cavity mode, including both atomic and cavity loss, is given by where fi=ifig(6' -ti -6' +d ) and p is the reduced density operator in the interaction picture; a t and d are creation and annihilation operators for the cavity mode, and 6' -, a +, and a, are Pauli pseudospin operators for the atom. ~~u a t i o n (1) describes a composite atomcavity-mode system that radiates via two distinct channels: by the coupling of the atom to free-space modes (the term proportional to y/2), and by loss through the cavity mirrors (the term proportional to K). We will calculate spectra for the light emitted by the atom into free space.
To describe spontaneous emission for arbitrary values of g, K , and y /2, we solve Eq. (1) in the three-state basis ( + ) 1 0 ) , ( -) 1 1 ) , I -) 1 0 ) , where I + ) and I-) are the upper and lower states of the atom and 11 ) and 10) are the one-photon and zero-photon Fock states of the field. In this basis p has eight independent matrix elements. The equations of motion for these matrix elements can be written as two sets of coupled equations for operator expectation values, The radiative processes of atoms in the presence of boundaries such as provided by a resonant cavity have been investigated in recent years within the context of cavity quantum electrodynamics. ' While the free-space decay of an atom is characterized by the Einstein Acoefficient y, the interaction of an atom with a cavity introduces three new rates not present for atoms in free space; these rates are the cavity damping rate r , the decay rate y' into continuum modes other than those of the cavity, and the coupling rate g, where g characterizes the oscillatory exchange of excitation between the atom and the field of the cavity. For weak coupling of the atom to the resonator ( y'<<g2/r<< K), large enhancements2 and suppressions' of atomic spontaneous emission have been observed' with cavities encompassing a large fraction f of the total 4n solid angle of free space (yl<< y), in agreement with a perturbative description incorporating the cavity-modified density of states. On the other hand, for strong coupling (g >> y', r ) the nonperturbative nature of the interaction requires a description not from the viewpoint of the altered radiative processes of the atom or cavity alone, but rather in terms of the dynamics of the composite atom-field entity.4.5 While impressive investigations of this underdamped regime have been w nducted in the microwave domain with Rydberg atoms for which g2/r>> K>> Y',~.' complimentary studies in the optical domain have been largely absent since the coherent coupling rate g is usually dominated either by r or by y'. The interest in optical studies arises not only because of the possibility for direct field measurements, but also because of the opportunity for investigations in the strongly coupled regime with atomic dissipation entering as an important process. atomic polarization is likely to be absorbed and reemitted many times before it escapes. By recording the spectral response of the composite atom-cavity system to a weak external probe field, we observe a distinctive doublet symmetrically split about the otherwise common frequency of atoms and cavity and find that this normalmode splitting is in quantitative agreement with the predicted eigenfrequencies over a range of intracavity atomic number 2 0 1 N 1 600. Our observations at optical frequencies are thus of the vacuum-field Rabi splittingI2 extended from the one-atom case to the situation N > 1 and follow in the spirit of previous time-domain investigations of collective atom-cavity oscillations for Rydberg atoms in a microwave cavity." For each of the two peaks of the split doublet, we also observe subnatural linewidths due to a dynamical linewidth averaging which results from the strong coherent coupling of the collective atomic polarization to the cavity m~d e .~. '~ Linewidth reductions of 25% relative to free-space atomic decay are recorded over a wide range of operating conditions. Finally, we explore the behavior of the normalmode structure as the atomic and cavity resonances are detuned, and observe that the line positions and widths approach values characteristic of decoupled atoms and cavity. Our starting point is an analysis of the eigenvalue structure for the composite system of N two-state atoms coupled to a single cavity mode. In the limit of weak intracavity field and for coincident cavity resonance frequency o c and atomic transition frequency o~, the eigenvalues obtained either from the master equation for a single atomI4 or from the Maxwell-Bloch equations for N >> 1 l o are ho = -y and Within this context we present in this Letter direct h * --i spectroscopic measurements of the normal-mode split-( 2 r + y / T ) k [ & ( 2 r -y / T ) 2 -r y~/ T 1 ' / 2 , ting for the oscillator system formed by the collective (1) atomic polarization of N two-state atoms strongly couwhere ho gives the decay of the atomic inversion and h pled to a single mode of a high-finesse optical describe the normal modes formed from the intracavity Although f<< 1 and hence y ' r y, the experiments are field and the collective atomic polarization. Equation nonetheless carried out in a regime for which g f i
(1) is written in a rotating frame at the common fre->> y > r (with gfi the effective coupling rate in the quency o c -o~; T z y/2y1 with yl the transverse decay limit of a weak intracavity field)I0." and hence in a rerate; and C -T N~~/ K~ is the atomic cooperativity pagime for which a photon emitted into the cavity by the rameter of optical bistability, with g = ( p 2 0 c / 2 h e o~) ' / 2 , 240 @ 1989 The American Physical Society
1, INTRODUCTION
sum is not possible even for an initial coherent state, al-
The Japes-Cummings model of optical resonance1 describing the interaction of a single two-level atom with a single mode of the radiation field has predicted a number of interesting features in the dynamical behavior of the atomic inversion.24 Much attention has focused on the collapse and revival of Rabi oscillations because this effect provides evidence for the granularity of the radiation field.3.4 Experimental realizations of the Jaynes-Cummings model have been obtained by using Rydberg atoms interacting with the radiation field in a high-Q microwave c a~i t y .~ Recently observations on the collapse and revival of Rabi oscillations were reported.6 In this paper a new feature in the d p a m ical behavior of the atomic inversion is studied, with the radiation field prepared in a strongly squeezed coherent state whose photon-counting distribution is o~cillatory.~ Under these conditions, the collapse following each revival has an oscillatory envelope (echoes), a phenomenon that we call ringing revivals. Milburn has studied the interaction of a two-level atom and a single mode of the radiation field with the field prepared in a squeezed coherent ~t a t e .~ He showed that the collapse time depends on the direction of the squeezing and found that for certain squeezed states the response of the atom is similar to that for chaotic radiation. However, Milthough approximate expressions that reproduce the general character of the revivals have been 0btained.~4 We compare the exact numerical evaluation of Eq. (1) with various approximations when P(n) corresponds to a squeezed coherent state.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we briefly review the oscillatory nature of P(n) for squeezed coherent states. We study the corresponding dynamical response of the atomic inversion in Section 3. The exact numerical evaluation of w(t) is presented, demonstrating the occurence of ringing revivals, and the origin of the ringing behavior is discussed. In Section 4 we obtain a closed analytical expression for w(t) in the harmonic approximation, in which the square root in the argument of the cosine in Eq. (1) is expanded to first order. The ringing of the revivals is lost in this approximation. Expansion of the square root to second order recovers the ringing behavior. The summation formula that yields an analytical result in the harmonic approximation may also be used to derive an exact integral representation for w(t) when the radiation field is initially in a squeezed coherent state. This integral representation is given in Appendix A. We study the photon statistics and entropy for the field in Section 5. Our results are summarized in Section 6. burn restricted his study to states for which the coherent contribution to the photon-number variance is dominant.
SQUEEZED CO~ERENT STATES
The new behavior described in this paper is obtained with Squeezed coherent states are now quite familiar in quantum squeezed coherent states for which the squeezed contribuoptics; we state their definition9 and refer the reader tion to the photon-number variance is dominant.
to two recent collections of papers1° for further details and a Our results for the atomic inversion are based on the review of current activity regarding these states. numerical evaluation of the series1
The squeezed coherent states for a sinele-mode radiation field c k b e obtained from the vacuum 14 as
(1)
where P(n) is the photon-number distribution for the initial where S(t) is the squeezing operator state of the radiation field and X is the coupling constant for the atom-field interaction. The atom is assumed to be in its
ground state initially, An exact analytical evaluation of this and D(a) is the displacement operator
INTRODUCTION
ciently strong, the transmitted and fluorescent spectra may Nonclassical electromagnetic fields have generated much interest in recent years. These fields show statistical properties that are incompatible with the language of classical statistical optics. They require a quantum-mechanical description. Two examples of the properties shown by nonclassical fields are photon antibunching and squeezing. Photon antibunching is defined by a nonclassical form for the degree of second-order coheren~e.~.~ Squeezing is defined by reduced quantum fluctuations, below those for the vacuum state, in one quadrature phase amplitude of the field.3 Both of these effects are understood theoretically and have been observed in several experiments. In this paper we discuss nonclassical effects that may be observed in the inelastic or incoherent part of the optical spectrum. Optical spectra may show reduced linewidths or spectral holes, which arise because one quadrature phase of the optical field is squeezed. Recently Carmichael et al. calculated the resonance fluorescence spectrum for an atom interacting with a broadband squeezed vacuum.4~5 They showed that this spectrum can have one Lorentzian component with a subnatural linewidth. We shall show that a subnatural linewidth also occurs in ordinary resonance fluorescence, in the absence of the squeezed vacuum. The linewidth narrowing is again due 'to squeezing, but the mechanism is different. In this case squeezed light does not irradiate the atom; it is produced in the interaction between the driven atom and the modes of the usual vacuum. The amount of linewidth narrowing is not so remarkable as in the previous work, but the effect may be easier to realize experimentally.
The mechanism for linewidth narrowing that we describe is not restricted t o resonance fluorescence. It is reflected in a general relationship between the optical spectrum and the spectrum of squeezing. It follows that linewidth narrowing will be seen in many systems that show squeezing. We also present results for the interaction of a single two-level atom with a weakly driven optical cavity m~d e .~~~ Linewidth narrowing is seen both in the light transmitted by the cavity and in the atomic fluorescence out the sides of the cavity. When the coupling between the atom and the cavity mode is suffibe double peaked. The two peaks arise from thesplitting i f the degenerate single-quantum states, an excited atom with no photons in the cavity mode, and an unexcited atom with one photon in the cavity mode. Double-peaked spectra result if this level splitting is large enough to overcome the effects of cavity and atomic damping. When these conditions are met we shall refer to the phenomenon ' of singlequantum frequency splitting.&12 (To us, the name vacuum Rabi splitting, used by previous authors, is inappropriate.) Both peaks of the spectra resulting from single-quantum frequency splitting show a reduced linewidth.
The cavity system illustrates a second nonclassical effect, not seen in resonance fluorescence. The spectrum of the transmitted light may have two peaks even though the conditions for single-quantum frequency splitting are not met. A hole may appear at line center because of squeezing of the fluctuations in one quadrature phase amplitude of the field. Lugiato found similar holes in transmitted spectra for optical bistability in the good-cavity limit and noted their significance as nonclassical effects.13 We are now able to identify the origin of these spectral holes.
In Section 2 we discuss linewidth narrowing in resonance fluorescence and explain this narrowing in terms of a relationship between the optical spectrum and the spectrum of squeezing. In Section 3 we present spectra for a single atom in a driven optical cavity. These spectra show the same linewidth narrowing. Spectral holes induced by squeezing are discussed in Section 4.
SQUEEZING-INDUCED LINEWIDTH NARROWING
In resonance fluorescence a two-state atomic transition is excited on resonance by a strong coherent field. The expression for the spectrum of the fluorescent light has been calculated by M~l l o w~~ and by Cresser and others (see the review by Cresser et ~1 .~) .
This spectrum has two components: a coherent, or elastically scattered, component, which corresponds to classical reradiation from the induced atomic dipole, and an incoherent component that is T HE original proposal for absorptive optical bistability was based on a semiclassical understanding of a saturable absorber. In this view, the absorber is described by an intensity-dependent absorption coefficient, and a simple argument leads to the prediction of bistable transmission for an interferometer containing a saturable medium [I] . This argument becomes inappropriate, however, when the absorber is reduced to a single atom. The saturation of a single two-level atom is accompanied by large quantum fluctuations; these are evidenced by the dominant incoherent scattering in resonance fluorescence at saturating intensities. The behavior of the electromagnetic field inside an interferometer containing a single atomic absorber must be described by a complete quantum mechanical theory.
In its simplest form, such a theory must treat a lossy driven mode oscillator interacting with a lossy (due to spontaneous emission out the sides of the cavity) atomic transition. The model is formulated as an extension of the Jaynes-Cummings model to include dissipation and an injected field [2] recognized that the semiclassical criteria for absorptivc bistability can be met using a single atom, but note thql quantum fluctuations will cause rapid switching between semiclassically predicted states, and set a level of -IOOQ atoms or their statistical equivalent for a resonable hysteresis to be preserved 141. In this paper, we show that single-atom absorptive optical bistability does exist withi0 a quantum mechanical theory.
The quantum mechanical problem can be solved analytically if strong cavity damping justifies the adiabatic elimination of the cavity mode operators on the time .;cT'.: of the atomic dynamics. In this bad-cavity limit, quantum fluctuations do indeed destroy the semiclassical prediction of bistability [2]; this limit is characterized by very small photon numbers, and the failure of semiclassical theory is to be expected. But the opposite limit, the good cavity limit, is characterized by large photon numbers. Then, although the absorber is a single atom, the semiclassical prediction might well be correct. In the good-cavity limit, the cavity oscillator amplitude changes slowly on the time scale of the atomic fluctuations. The single-atom absorption is still noisy, but a slow cavity response will smooth these fluctuations, averaging them to give negligible noise strength under the cavity linewidth. We have used a supercomputer to solve the operator master equation d kscribing the coupled atom and cavity mode for systems in between these quantum and classical limits.
Our numerical approach might be used to set fundamental limits for a reliable miniaturized optical switch. However, practical concerns about distinguishing stare* in the presence of shot noise can be addressed in less sophisticated models based on photon number rate equgtions. Given the large margins of safety thai 3; . . , L. ! , ! kc required for a practical device, a rule of thumb like the 1000 quanta switching energy suggested by McCall and Gibbs [4] should be insensitive to the subtleties omitted by such models. On the other hand, these subtleties are . essential to more profound questions concerning the interface between the quantum and classical worlds. Our system is an elementary example of a quantum dissiparivr system; not just a quantum system with dissipation, but 8 quantized nonlinear dynamical system in which dissipation plays a central role in establishing macroscopic states, and in the bifurcation of macroscopic states, far fro111 thermal equilibrium. How do these states "dissolve" into the quantum fluctuations? Where do classical statistical analogies break down? How does quantum probability re- T HE interaction of a single atom with electromagnetic radiation may be altered by confining that radiation inside a cavity. The study reported in this paper differs from most recent work on atom-field interactions inside cavities in two respects. First, to realize large single-mode coupling constants, most recent work uses Rydberg atoms and microwave cavities 111-[3] . This paper is concerned with photon statistics and envisages experiments at optical frequencies where photon counting measurements are possible. Second, leaving aside cavity-enhanced and -inhibited spontaneous emission, interest in dynamical effects has focused on the Jaynes-Cummings interaction Hamiltonian [4]; specifically, dissipation has been considered only as a perturbation on conservative dynamics to account for a small but finite cavity Q [5]- [8] . In this work, dissipation plays a central role. We study an extension of the Jaynes-Cummings model which includes cavity loss through finite reflectivity mirrors and spontaneous emission to modes other than the privileged cavity mode.
The feasibility of measurements at optical frequencies has been demonstrated in a number of experiments. Recently, cavity-enhanced and -inhibited spontaneous emission were observed at optical frequencies [9] , [lo] . Also, the single-quantum (weak-field) frequency splitting for a cavity mode coupled to two-level atoms was observed by Brecha el a / . [I 11 and used system: a driven damped harmonic oscillator coupled to a damped two-level atom. With the driving field, oscillator, and atom all on resonance, the behavior of this system will be governed by four parameters: the complex driving field amplitude E , the atom-field coupling constant g, and damping rates y and K for the atom and field, respectively. One damping rate simply scales the time; therefore, there are really only three parameters. These are conveniently taken as the dimensionless parameters Y = & / K G , C = g 2 /~y , and n , = y2/8g2 or, alternatively, Y, C, and p = 2x/y. Here n , is the number of photons in the cavity mode required to saturate the atom (the saturation photon number), and C is the single-atom version of the so-called cooperativity parameter in the theory of optical bistability . It also provides an interface to a broader class of phenomena. Our model introduces a flux of energy through the atomfield system. The system then evolves to a nonequilibrium stationary state. Transient behavior will show features associated with the effects mentioned above. In addition, the quantum-statistical properties of the asymptotic state are of interest. Dissipative systems in classical nonlinear dynamics show a remarkable diversity of behavior in the asymptotic limit, including bifurcations, stochastic switching between states, self-oscillation, and chaos [38] . Simple quantum dissipative systems may be expected to display equally diverse phenomena, with the added interest that they may exhibit uniquely quantum-mechanical statistical properties.
A semiclassical factorization assumption reduces our system to the familiar model for absorptive optical bistability 1131, 1141, [38]- [41] . Then, only the two parameters Y and C are needed to classify the stationary states. ( n , or, more appropriately, p = 1 /4Cn,, still distinguishes systems according to their dynamical behavior. ) Of course, such a factorization is generally a bad approximation. In the quantized theory, n, determines the "size" of the system. It changes in proportion to the mode volume and scales the energy inside the cavity. Thus, cavity geometries with the same energy density at the site of the atom, but different numbers of photons in the cavity, are possible; identical semiclassical states can be constructed 0018-9197/88/0700-135 1$01.00 O 1988 IEEE VOLUME 60, NUMBER 18 We compare the nonclassical states of light produced by a parametric oscillator for quantum noise of different strengths. Increasing noise strength brings a transition from a slightly perturbed classical state showing squeezing to a superposition of coherent states. We use the positive-P representation to illustrate the roles of quantum noise, quantum coherence, nonlinearity, and dissipation in this simple quantum dynamical system. Recent experiments producing squeezed light have added a new nonclassical light source to the few available, thereby rekindling interest in nonclassical states of the electromagnetic field. The degenerate parametric oscillator has played a central role in studies of squeezing; its Hamiltonian is intimately related to the infinitesimal generator of squeezed states. Moreover, it enjoys the distinction of having produced the greatest amount of squeezing observed to date. '1'
In a sense, however, parametric oscillators that produce squeezed light are almost classical; they are classical systems driven by a very small quantum noise -"small" in the sense (mathematically) that a linearized treatment of the quantum dynamics is valid, and (physically) that many photons are needed to probe the system's nonlinearity. In this Letter we present a treatment of the degenerate parametric oscillator valid for quantum noise of arbitrary strength. Our approach is based upon the positive-P representation. We find an analytic solution for the steady-state positive-P function. This solution is a function of two phase-space variables; one variable is the "classical" field amplitude of semiclassical nonlinear optics: the other is a "nonclassical"
. . variable needed to represent superposirions of coherent states. When the positive-P function is plotted in three dimensions the role of the nonclassical variable can be clearly visualized. Distinct pictures emerge for the limiting regimes of essentially classical behavior and predominantly quantum behavior. This distinction is drawn from the novel feature that the quantum dynamics is naturally confined to a bounded manifold in phase space; the extent to which the noise has sufficient strength to probe the boundary provides a measure of the deviation from a classical state. This bounded manifold provides a beautiful illustration of the subtle way in which recently reported anomalies in stochastic simulations based on the positive-P representation may be reso1ved.j
The degenerate parametric oscillator is modeled by two quantized field modes, with frequencies 0 and 20, interacting via a x ( * ) susceptibility inside an optical cavity. Both modes are resonant with the cavity and experience linear loss. The cavity is excited by a classical pump field with frequency 20. The microscopic Hamiltonian takes the form where 6 and it, and 6 and it, are annihilation and creation operators in the interaction picture; j is the mode-mode coupling constant; B is the intracavity pump-field amplitude; and HI,,, describes losses in the nonlinear crystal and at the cavity mirrors.
This nonlinear quantum-mechanical problem can be mapped by an appropriate phase-space representation into a classical stochastic process. The familiar GlauberSudarshan P representation gives a Fokker-Planck equation without positive-definite diffusion. This difficulty can be ovetcome with the positive-P representation. With mode b adiabatically eliminated we obtain the following set of Ito stochastic differential equations for the complex amplitude4 of mode i:
where d W I and dW2 are independent Wiener increments, r is measured in cavity lifetimes ( y i l ) , g -g / (2yayb )'I2, and A is a dimensionless measure of the pump-field amplitude scaled to give the threshold condition A'l; ya and yb are decay rates for the cavity fields. The complex variables a and a+ are associated with operators i and 6 t, respectively. Stochastic avera es of f a and a+ give the operator averages g(i?) and g(6 ). In the Glauber-Sudarshan representation a and a+ are complex conjugates. In the positive-P representation they are not, although they must be so in the mean. More generally, normally ordered averages of quantum operators are calculated from the positive-P function, P(a, a+ 1, with Equations ( 2 ) describe trajectories in a four-dimen-
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@ 1988 The American Physical Society Squeezed-state generation in an atomic vapor interacting with a cavity field mode has been intensively discussed both experimentally1-3 and t h e~r e t i c a l l y l~~~ in recent years. Some experiments1u2 have been quite successful in observing squeezing effects at a respectable level. Most theories describing these systems take the cavity field as a plane wave for simplicity. This makes it hard for experiments to be compared quantitatively with the theory. In this paper we illustrate how the spatially varying field mode alters squeezing in a simple system consisting of two-level atoms interacting with a single mode of a high-finesse cavity. We use the general formulas developed earlier in Ref. 9 . Two examples, a Gaussian mode in a ring cavity and a plane wave in a standing-wave cavity, are given to illustrate the effect of field variations. Figures and discussions are given for each case and compared with the existing plane-wave theory.5
Following Ref. 9, we consider a single, quantized, spatially varying cavity mode, interacting with a collection of N homogeneously broadened two-level atoms that are driven by a coherent classical field of amplitude c. The master equation for the density operator ) of the atom-field system following from the Hamiltonian in the electric-dipole, rotating-wave and Markovian approximations can be written as1&12 ic operators, w, is the cavity resonance frequency, w, is the atomic resonance frequency, and w, is the driving-field frequency. g , is the coupling coefficient between the cavity field mode and an atom at position r, and is given in terms of the normalized mode function U(r,) by13 K is the cavity damping rate, y 1 is the Einstein A coefficient for spontaneous emission, and y, is the rate of collisioninduced phase decay, so that the total rate of decay of the atomic polarization y, is given by y, = y1/2 + yp. The thermal photon numbers in both the atom and cavity-mode reservoirs are set to zero.
We divide the cavity mode into M small sections, according to the mode structure, so that the field can be viewed as effectively constant across each section. The sections are still assumed to be large enough so that the number of atoms in the jth section Nj >> 1 for all j. We checked this assumption for realistic experimental situations with different mode structures and found that it can be reasonably well satisfied. Following Refs. 9-11, we transform the operator master equation (1) 
INTRODUCTION
Observations of squeezing have been made in a variety of systems.'-6 A number of these systems use an optical cavity to enhance the coupling strength in some nonlinear optical interaction. The interaction that generates squeezed light takes place inside the cavity between one or more quantized cavity modes. The cavity output provides the signal field for a balanced homodyne-detection scheme, which analyzes the difference signal between photocurrents from two photodiode detectors. Squeezing is observed over some finite bandwidth as a phase-sensitive reduction of the photocurrent noise below the shot noise level obtained with the cavity output blocked. The canonical system of this type is the degenerate parametric oscillator-an intracavity version of the degenerate parametric amplifier, which occupies a central position in discussions of squeezing, since, in the simplest approximation, the amplified subharmonic evolves under the action of the squeeze operator itselfm7 The degenerate parametric oscillator was recently brought to the forefront as a squeeze generator by the work of Wu e t a1. : who achieved 60% noise reduction. The e x a m~l e of the ~a r a m e t r i c oscillator uncovered some important issues in the theoretical analysis of squeezing for intracavity systems. In a high-finesse cavity and in the undepleted pump approximation, the interaction that underlies squeezing can be formulated in terms of a single quantized mode for the subharmonic field. One route to a single-mode description for this system is provided by the operator master-equation methods. I t was something of a surprise when the first master-equation treatment of the degenerate parametric oscillator could produce, a t best, only 50% squeezing in the intracavity field.8 The surprise was soundly based. Soon an alternative calculatioi~ predicted the possibility for perfect squeezing at the oscillator threahold in a cavity with a single output port?
For all practical purposes the discrepancy in these results has been resolved. Greater than 50% squeezing was observed with a degenerate parametric oscillator,3 and theoretical results in quantitative agreement with experiment have been obtained.1° The resolution comes with the recognition that two traps are laid for any calculation that focuses on the .
cavity mode alone, as in the cited master-equation calculation? First, we should strictly speak of a cavity quasi-mode, not a cavity mode. if there is to be an output, the cavity must have a t least one partially transmitting mirror, and its modes then acquire a linewidth; these are quasi-monochromatic. Thus one might well ask for the frequency decomposition of the squeezing. In a single-(quasi-)mode formulation, this is a question that we are tempted to overlook. Of course, there is nothing new here. Single-mode quantum theories of the laser are widely discussed and not limited in their ability to describe the laser linewidth."
The second trap lies in any loss from the cavity that is not coupled into the detected output beam. Such loss occurs when a cavity has two output ports and light from just one of them is collected by the detection system. This loss alters the relationship between detected photon statistics and photon statistics calculated for the intracavity mode itself. In photoelectron-counting measurements it translates into a random deletion of potential photoelectric counts, which tends to convert a potentially correlated photoelectroncounting sequence into a random counting sequence. This problem is also familiar. An analogy can be drawn between a cavity emitting into detected and undetected output channels and an atom fluorescing into collected and uncollected solid angles. The difficulty that imperfect collection efficiency brings to the observation of sub-Poissonian statistics and squeezing in resonance fluorescence is well documented.12
Although the importance of avoiding these traps is now recognized and in practical terms the early problems are A source of broadband squeezed light may be used to modify the spectroscopic properties of an atom. Gardiner [8] has considered the behaviour of a two-level atom that is damped by its interaction with a squeezed vacuum (squeezed white noise) rather than the normal vacuum field. H e showed that the decay of the atomic dipole depends on the phase of the squeezing. T h e two quadratures of the atomic polarization are damped at different rates, one exhibiting an enhanced decay rate and the other a reduced decay rate compared with thenormal radiative decay of the atom. In this paper we wish to consider further applications to atomic spectroscopy. We add a coherent driving field to the problem treated by Gardiner and study resonance fluorescence for an atom that is damped via interaction with a squeezed vacuum.
The fluorescent spectrum for a two-level atom which is damped by a squeezed vacuum shows striking differences from the spectrum for ordinary resonance fluorescence. For strong coherent driving fields the Mollow triplet depends on the relative phase of the driving field and the squeezed vacuum field. The central peak may have either subnatural linewidth or supernatural linewidth depending on this phase. The mean atomic polarization also shows a phase sensitivity. The generation of broad band squeezed light has recently been reported using four-wave mixing in atomic vapors' and optical fibers,* optical parametric oscillation,' and optical b i~t a b i l i t~.~ In the parametric oscillator a reduction of fluctuations by 60% from the normal vacuum level has been achieved. In this Letter we investigate the spectroscopic properties of an atom interacting with a broad-band squeezed vacuum f i e~d .~.~ Gardiner has considered the radiative decay of a two-level atom interacting with such a squeezed vacuum.' He showed that the two polarization quadratures are damped at different rates-one at an enhanced rate and the other at a reduced rate compared to normal radiative decay. We analyze resonance fluorescence from a driven atom which is damped by a squeezed vacuum. Certain atomic properties such as the steady-state atomic polarization, saturation intensity, and fluorescent spectrum, are now phase dependent.
The Hamiltonian describing the interaction of a twolevel atom with the quantized multimode radiation field and a classical driving field is given in the electric-dipole J and rotating-wave approximations by where O A is the atomic resonance frequency, u+, o-, and u, are pseudospin operators for the atom, and p is the atomic dipole moment; Hrad is the free Hamiltonian for the quantized radiation field, r and rt are operators defined in terms of the positive-and negative-frequency components of this field, respectively, and E is the amplitude of the coherent driving field with frequency o~. The normal treatment of resonance fluorescence takes the quantized radiation field in the usual vacuum state.
I We assume that it is in a broad-band squeezed vacuum state centered about the frequency O L . We assume that all of the modes coupling to the atom are squeezed so there will be not spontaneous emission into unsqueezed vacuum modes, and that the bandwidth of the squeezing is sufficiently broad that the squeezed vacuum appears as &correlated squeezed white noise to the atom. Then correlation functions for and rt can be written in the 1 forme Here y is the atomic decay rate for spontaneous emission into the unsqueezed vacuum, and N and M are parameters which charactize the squeezing, with ( M 1 ' 5 N ( N + I ) , where the equality holds for a minimum uncertainty squeezed state. The variances in the quadrature phases of the squeezed field at the site of the atom are V(XB) -f [ N + I M (cos(19 -@) + f I, where M -I M I xei" the phase @ will depend on details of the scheme used to generate the squeezed vacuum. For a highly squeezed (N >> I ) minimum-uncertainty state the variances in the maximally squeezed quadrature, On@, and the out-of-phase quadrature, @-@+ x, are V*) % N, and v%+,) % 1/16N. @ 1987 The American Physical Society 2539
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years several quantum statistical treatments of optical bistability have been developed for the system of homogeneously broadened two-level atoms interacting with a single damped cavity field mode. Extensive reviews of this subject can be found in the work of Lugiatol and of carmichaeL2 In broad outline these theories deal with the coherent coupling of a collection of atoms to a high-finesse interferometer mode. Dissipation enters through the radiative decay of the atoms and the damping . of the cavity. Steady-state operation is achieved with external excitation in the form of a coherent driving field. The interplay of the nonlinear deterministic dynamics and the quantum fluctuations about steady state gives rise to a diversity of phenomena. Of particular interest are such nonclassical effects as sub-Poissonian photon statistics, photon antibunching, and squeezing, which arise from the nonclassical nature of the fluctuations.
All of the theories of the quantum processes in optical bistability consider a plane-wave field mode in a ring cavity, which is not realistic in many experimental situations. The purpose of this paper is to extend these quantum statistical theories to include spatial variations of the field mode. Our work follows closely that of Drummond and Walls,j hereafter referred to as OBII, and is likewise carried out in the "good-cavity" limit, with cavity decay rate much smaller than either the atomic decay rates (yl,yl,) or the cavity coupling coefficient ( f i g ) . We deal wlth the nonuniformity of the cavity field by dividing the cavity mode into small sections which are each microscopically large in terms of atomic number to allow truncation of the generalized Fokker-Planck equation, but which are macroscopically small to justify the assumption of constant field amplitude.
In Sec. I1 we obtain the linearized Fokker-Planck equation, and, from that, expressions for the ratio of incoherent intensity to coherent intensity and for the fourth-order field correlation function which describes sub-Poissonian photon statistics. In Secs. 111 and IV we present two examples to show how this theory applies to .more realistic physical systems, namely, to ?tAL8ss;7n field inside a ring cavity and to a plane wave inside a standing-wave interferometer. The results are illustrated with a number of figures for comparison with the existing literature on the plane-wave ring cavity. Sectior~ V serves as a summary of our findings.
MODEL AND LINEARIZED THEORY
We consider a single, quantized, spatially varying cavity mode interacting with a collection of homogeneously broadened two-level atoms. The atoms and the cavity are damped through coupling to reservoirs, and the cavity is driven by a coherent field of amplitude $. We divide the cavity mode into M small sections with N, >> 1 atoms in the jth sector. Each section is assumed to be spfficiently small so that we can view the field as effectively constant across it. By following a procedure similar to that in OBII, using the electric dipole, rotating-wave, and Markovian4 approximations, we find the quantum master equation can be written as We glve a quantum theoretical analysis of squeezed l w t generatlon via nwdepnerate fwrwave rnlxlng In an optlcal flber. The rnedlum Is modeled by an ensemble of anhanwnlc oscllletas and loss Is Included. We include the coupllng to acoustlc phonons whlch plvas rlse to guided acoustic wave Rriliouin scattering (GAWBS). The GAWBS Introduces random nolse which destroys the squeezlng at room temperatures. By coollng the flber to temperatures -2 K the GAWBS is substantially reduced and the observation of squeezlng becomes possible. A comperlson Is made wlth the recent experimental results of Levenson et a/.'' A scheme to suppress the GAWBS at room temperatures uslng a two-frequency pump and dlfference detection Is analyzed and the conditions In which good squeezlng results are determined.
(12 mln) Photoconductas have proved to extremely effective sources of very short electrlcal pulses '
When lllumlnated by ultrafast optlcal pulses they have been wed to generate electrlcal transients as fast as 0.5 ps. The frequency spectrum of these pulses extends from dc up to terahertz frequencies, making them potentlally useful sources of mlaowave, millimeter-wave and far-Infrared radlatlon.
. * Usually, ultrafast photoconductws are mounted In transmission line structues whlch pre used to propagate the slgnals to a test system vr measurement devlce. An altarnatlva arrangerwent whlch we have demonstrated Is to enable the photocurrent to radlate dlrectly Into free space us an antenna. In our InHlal experlments2 the photoconductors had a radlatlng area that was extremely small compared to the shortest wavelength of the radlated emlsslon. Thelr radlatlon r)-7;-?1?: could b9 approxlmately described by a class~ccl~ He?rl-' dipole. A novel feature of these photoconducting Hdzlan dipoles Is thelr reciprocal praperty which enable8 them to be used equally electively as recelvlng antennas as well as tranwnittlng antennas. Thls permlts a complete measucefilent sys-PHYSICAL REVIEW A VOLUME 33, NUMBER 5 MAY 1986 Quantum fluctuations in absorptive bistability without adiabatic elimination A linearized theory of fluctuations for absorptive bistability based on the positive P representation is developed without adiabatic elimination of the atoms or the field. An analytic expression for the steady-state covariance matrix is derived from which the size of quantum-statistical effects can be estimated without restriction to the good-or the bad-cavity limit. When the atom and field relaxation rates are similar the intensity correlation function of the transmitted light exhibits an oscillatory relaxation associated with vacuum Rabi splitting.
I. INTRODUCTION
The extensive literature on fluctuations in absorptive bistability is restricted almost exclusively to treatments in the good-cavity and bad-cavity limits.' These limits simplify the analysis by allowing for the adiabatic elimination of the atoms or the field, thus reducing the dimensions of the mathematical description. Experiments may not find these limits so convenient, however. For example, recent experiments on absorptive bistability using optically prepumped sodium atomic beams have an atomic decay rate just two or three times faster than the cavity decay rate.2 These experiments achieve good quantitative agreement with the theory for homogeneously broadened twolevel atoms, and it now seems feasible to move to measurements of quantum-statistical effects.'"-8 Such measurements will require adherence to very restrictive experimental design. Consider photon antibunching as an example.'-' Atomic lifetimes are short in the optical regime and the most manageable time scales are then found in the good-cavity limit. However, the predicted effect is very small in a large system. This calls for a small-cavity design where a decay rate only slightly slower than the atomic decay rate is all that can reasonably be achieved. Since design for the smallness of the effect is so critical, factors of two or three in estimating its size are important. It is not sufficient to merely observe that the effect varies inversely as the saturation photon number n, or the number of interacting atoms N. These are related by n, = N / 4 C p , where C is the bistability parameter and p is the ratio of cavity and atomic linewidths. They can differ by orders of magnitude and it is necessary to have all of the factors of C and p in place for an accurate estimate. Existing theories cannot provide this precision for p -1. These considerations have motivated the present work in which I develop a linearized quantum-statistical theory of absorptive bistability without adiabatically eliminating the atoms or the field.
Aside from providing quantitative precision between the good-cavity and bad-cavity limits, my general treatment reveals one notable new feature which is missed in both of these limits. When the atomic and cavity decay rates are similar the relaxation of fluctuations can be oscillatory for arbitrarily small intensities, and exact resonance of the driving field, cavity, and atoms. These oscillations are displayed in the intensity correlation function of the transmitted light and will give rise to a doublet in the incoherent component of the transmitted spectrum. They arise from the so-called vacuum Rabi splitting>10 where the degenerate first excited state of the composite system of atoms and cavity mode is split by the atom-field interaction. There are no Rabi oscillations in the population inversion, but the normal modes of the coupled-field and atomic polarization are moved from resonance with the driving field; hence the oscillations in field characteristics. I give a novel treatment of this effect in terms of a coupled harmonic oscillator model derived using the Schwinger representation. This treatment demonstrates the role played by atomic and cavity decay in vacuum Rabi splitting for the first time. '' In the following section I briefly review the model for absorptive bistability and the methods of the positive P representation which are used to obtain a quantumstatistical formulation in terms of a linearized FokkerPlanck equation. In Secs. 111 and IV I solve for the steady-state covariance matrix and find expressions for the ratio of incoherent and coherent intensities, the second-order correlation function, and the variance of fluctuations in the field quadratures for the transmitted light. Section V discusses the oscillation associated with vacuum Rabi splitting and the coupled oscillator model for this effect. Section VI provides a summary and conclusions.
MODEL AND LINEARIZED THEORY OF FLUCTUATIONS
I consider a collection of N homogeneously broadened two-level atoms interacting on resonance with a single quantized ring-cavity mode where a t and a are creation and annihilation operators for cavity photons, oo is the resonant frequency, 3262 01986 The American Physical Society .r-f Optical Bistability 111. Proceedings of the Topical Meeting, 1986, p 217-22 Quantum Statistics of Small Bistable Systems
H.J. Carmichael
D e p a r t m e n t of P h y s i c s , U n i v e r s i t y of A r k a n s a s , F a y e t t e v i l l e , AR 72701, USA 1. I n t r o d u c t i o n Q u a n t u m -s t a t i s t i c a l t h e o r i e s o f o p t i c a l b i s t a b i l i t y were developed soon a f t e r t h e f i r s t e x p e r i m e n t a l o b s e r v a t i o n o f b i s t a b i l i t y some t e n y e a r s ago [I] . Various quantum-stati s t i c a l e f f e c t s have been p r e d i c t e d , i n c l u d i n g : quantum induced t r a n s i t i o n s between s t a t e s [2-1, evidence o f a t o m i c c o l l e c t i v i t y i n t h e t r a n s m i t t e d spectrum [3-51, photon a n t i bunching L5,6], and squeezing [7] . The enthusiasm shown i n t h e o r e t i c a l a n a l y s i s has n o t been matched by experiments, however. One reason i s s u r e l y t h a t these e f f e c t s a r e v e r y small i n a system o f macroscopic s i z e . G e n e r a l l y t h e y s g a l e i n v e r s e l y w i t h t h e s i z e of t h e system, as measured by t h e s a t u r a t i o n photon number nS o r t h e number o f atoms N.
Recent experiments by ROSENBERGER e t a l . [8] c l o s e l y meet t h e i d e a l i z e d c o n d i t i o n s o f homogeneously broadened t w o -l e v e l atoms i n a r i n g c a v i t y assumed by t h e t h e o r y .
Moreover, these experiments a c h i e v e q u a n t i t a t i v e agreement w i t h t h e o r y 5 o r s t e a d y -s l a t e f e f t u r e s , i n t h e absence o f quantum n o i s e . I n t h e s e experiments nS-z 10 and N z 10 -10 . These numbers a r e t o o l a r g e f o r a q u a n t u m -s t a t i s t i c a l s t u d y . The t i m e i s r i g h t , however, t o c o n s i d e r t h e measurement o f q u a n t u m -s t a t i s t i c a l e f f e c t s i n a new g e n e r a t i o n o f smal l e r systems. T h i s paper r e p o r t s r e c e n t t h e o r e t i c a l r e s u l t s which have a r i s e n f r o m a c o n s i d e r a t i o n o f such experiments. R e s u l t s from t h r e e l i n e s o f i n q u i r y a r e r e p o r t e d . F i r s t , t h e e x t e n s i v e 1 i t e r a t u r e on quantum f l u c t u a t i o n s i n o p t i c a l b i s t a b i l i t y i s 1 i m i t e d almost e x c l u s i v e l y t o t r e a tments i n t h e good c a v i t y and t h e bad c a v i t y 1 i m i t s . These 1 i m i t s simp1 i f y t h e o r e t i c a l a n a l y s i s b u t may n o t be so c o n v e n i e n t f o r experiments. E x i s t i n g t h e o r i e s c a n n o t p r o v i d e an a c c u r a t e e s t i m a t e of t h e s i z e of quantum e f f e c t s --photon a n t i b u n c h i n g f o r example --i n between t h e good and bad c a v i t y l i m i t s . S i n c e t h e d e s i g n f o r a small e f f e c t i s so c r i t i c a l , i t i s n o t s u f f i c i e n t t o s i m p l y assume an i n v e r s e dependence on n o r N. These numbers a r e r e l a t e d by n = N/4Cp, where C i s t h e b i s t a b i l i ty parameter an8 v i s t h e r a t i o o f c a v i t y and atonifc 1 i n e w i d t h s . They can d i f f e r by o r d e r s o f magnitude, and i t i s necessary t o have a l l t h e f a c t o r s o f C and p i n p l a c e f o r an a c c u r a t e e s t i m a t e . I have developed a l i n e a r i z e d t h e o r y o f quantum f l u c t u a t i o n s f o r a b s o r p t i v e b i s t a b i l i t y w i t h o u t a d i a b a t i c e l i m i n a t i o n o f t h e atoms o r t h e f i e l d [9] . The c o n s i d e r a t i o n of photon a n t i b u n c h i n g i n a system w i t h s i m i l a r atomic and c a v i t y decay r a t e s has b r o u g h t a bonus. The second-order c o r r e l a t i o n f u n c t i o n f o r t h e t r a n s m i t t e d 1 i g h t shows an o s c i l l a t o r y response which i s r e l a t e d t o t h e s o -c a l l e d "vacuum Rabi s p l i t t i n g " [ l o ] .
Two o t h e r l i n e s o f i n q u i r y r e c o g n i z e t h e f a c t t h a t q u a n t u m -s t a t i s t i c a l e f f e c t s a r e maximized under c o n d i t i o n s where 1 i n e a r i z e d t h e o r y niust e v e n t u a l l y break down. For example, near t h e c r i t i c a l p o i n t , o r i n a v e r y s m a l l system o f j u s t a few atoms. I p r e s e n t r e s u l t s t h r o u g h o u t t h e c r i t i c a l r e g i o n f r o m a f u l l y n o n l i n e a r t h e o r y of absorpt i v e b i s t a b i l i t y based on a s e t o f s t o c h a s t i c d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s d e r i v e d u s i n g t h e p o s i t i v e P -r e p r e s e n t a t i o n [ l l ] . These r e s u l t s p r o v i d e a comparison w i t h 1 inearized t h e o r y for parameters chosen t o correspond t o a s m a l l system which m i g h t r e a s o n a b l y -be r e a l i z e d i n t h e l a b o r a t o r y --w i t h n = 10 and N = 320 f o r C = 4 and u = 2. F i n a l l y . I p r e s e n t results f r o m a s e p a r a t e a n a l y s i s which is s u i t e d t o the s m a l l e s t p o s s i b l e system --a s i n g l e atom i n a h i g h Q c a v i t y [121. The q u e s t i o n o f b i s t a b i l i t y i n t h i s
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical systems are very appropriate for the study of instabilities, self-pulsing, and chaotic behavior. One particular advantage they have over hydrodynamic systems, for example, is that cavities can be used to tailor the mode structure of the optical fields. One can then deal with tractable theories involving just a few modes and still expect good agreement with experiments.
The study of instabilities in optical bistability' (OBI was initiated in work by ~c c a l l ' and Bonifacio and ~u~i a t 0 . j The analysis in Ref. 3 is based on the ring-cavity model for absorptive OB, formulated in terns of Maxwell-Bloch equations for a collection of homogeneously broadened two-level atoms interacting with a plane-wave field which satisfies ring-cavity boundary conditions. The incident field is exactly tuned to a cavity resonance-cavity detuning e=O-and to the atomic line center-atomic detuning A = 0 . Instability arises in the good-cavity limit, where the cavity linewidth K is much less than both the atomic linewidth yl and longitudinal relaxation rate y,,, provided the nearest nonresonant cavity modes are detuned from the incident laser by less than the Rabi frequency. Along part of the upper branch of the hysteresis cycle, a set of off-resonance cavity modes, symmetrically placed with respect to the resonant mode, are unstable and undamped self-pulsing arises. In the mean-field limit, the pulsation period is of the order of the cavity round-trip time t R , corresponding to a beat frequency determined by the longitudinal mode spacing in the empty cavity; the mean-field limit is defined with a t << 1, T << 1, and a L / T arbitrary, where a is the unsaturated absorption coefficient, L is the length of the atomic sample, and T is the mirror transmission coefficient. Outside the meanfield limit, the pulsing frequency is renormalized by the atom-field interaction, but remains of the order of For the general case A#O, e#O, the ring-cavity model of OB is analyzed in Ref. 5 after adiabatic elimination of the polarization (rate-equation approximation). This requires yl >> y l l and yl > > 2 f f / t R , where the second inequality requires the free spectral range to be much less than the atomic linewidth. Under these conditions, the ring-cavity model can be formulated as a set of differential difference equations.' If the free spectral range is also much smaller than the longitudinal decay rate, yI1 > > 2 f f / t R , the model simplifies to a two-dimensional discrete map. Then, when the steady state becori,c., dust--ble, all cavity modes are simultaneously unstable, and spontaneous pulsations arise with a period equal to tw~ce the cavity round-trip time. The first prediction of chaotic behavior in OB was made for this model.'^^ By suitably, varying the incident intensity, the pulsation at twice the round-trip time period doubles to chaos. This behavior was first seen experimentally in a hybrid electro-optic device7 and more recently has been seen in all-optical systems under transient condition^.'^^ The relationship between the results of Refs. 3 and 4 and those of Refs. 5 and 6 has been discussed by Lugiato et a1." and Carmichael." In the mean-field limit, pulsations of period 2tR arise when the incident field is tuned midway between adjacent cavity resonances. In Ref. I 1 it is shown that the eigenvalues of the linearized stability analysis for a cavity tuned to resonance (Refs. 3 and 4) and for a cavity tuned between resonances (Refs. 5 and 6 ) are related by a simple symmetry. Many other papers have studied these and related instabilities; see especially
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optical element" (Szoke et al., 1969) . They suggested that a passive optical resonator containing a saturable absorber could exhibit two different output intensities for the same input intensity. In the same year, the same proposal was recorded independently in a patent by Seidel (1969) . McCall also recognized the possibility for absorptive bistability, and published a detailed theory for a "bistable mirror" in 1974 (McCall, 1974) . Two years later Gibbs et al. (1976) reported the first experimental observation of optical bistability. Their interpretation of this experiment led to the first description of bistability based on nonlinear dispersion. From these beginnings the interest in optical bistability has grown considerably. Several review works are already available (Bowden et al., 1981; Abraham and Smith, 1982; Bowden et al., 1984; Englund et al., 1984; Lugiato, 1984; Wherrett and Smith, 1984; Gibbs, 1985) . Fueling much of the development is the search for a viable optical signal processing technology--the oft-quoted "optical transistor" analogy. Questions of fundamental interest, rather peripheral to this theme, have also been highlighted; optical bistability has been adopted as a paradigm for studies in quantum optics, nonequilibrium statistical mechanics, and nonlinear dynamics.
Increasingly, the field of optical bistability is identified with the development of signal processing capabilities. This is not surprising. This theme unifies a large body of work: The transmitted light from an optical cavity containing a single two-level atom may show photon antibunching and squeezing. The two effects are closely related and simply understood in terms of the theory of single-atom resonance fluorescence. It follows that corresponding nonclassical effects in optical bistability do not originate in atomic collectivity.
PACS numbers: 42.50.f q, 32.80.-t
The behavior of atoms inside cavities is of central interest to studies in quantum optics. The interaction between electromagnetic radiation and matter takes its simplest form for the single-mode electromagnetic field which can be realized inside a high-Q cavity.' In a realistic system dissipation will be present, at least in small measure, entering via a finite cavity Q, and, in an open-cavity geometry, via spontaneous emission into noncavity modes. Spontaneous emission inside a cavity brings its own surprises. The emission rate is inhibited in a cavity with dimensions small compared to the transition wavelength, and enhanced in a resonant ~a v i t y .~-~ The emission spectrum may be double peaked, as a result of Rabi splitting of the degenerate single-quantum state of the atom-field system-the so-called "vacuum Rabi splitting."5~6 The development of experimental expertise with Rydberg atoms has been an important stimulus for interest in this area, recently providing several demonstrations of quantum-dynamical processes inside cavities.'-lo Of particular note for the present work is the demonstration by Goy et al. of enhanced spontaneous e m i s~i o n .~ This Letter discusses the behavior of a single two-level atom in a coherently driven resonant cavity. Behavior in this single-atom system is related to quantumstatistical effects in absorptive bistability.
The quantum theory of optical bistability considers the steady-state interaction of a collection of two-level atoms and a driven cavity mode in the presence of dissipation.'' Bistable switching is just one of the interesting phenomena which this general model can address. A number of the predictions from the quantum theory of optical bistability have little to do with bistability itself, but hold much in common with the aforementioned properties of atoms inside cavities. This relationship has been largely overlooked to date. Vacuum Rabi splitting provides an example. I have recently shown that this effect is contained in the theory of absorptive bistability, where it is evidenced in the intensity correlation function and spectral density of the transmitted light.I2 It occurs at weak incident intensities, well below those required for bistable switching; in fact, it does not even require that the conditions for bistability be met. Photon antibunching and squeezing are predicted for this same parameter regime. The present communication reports the novel effect of photon antibunching and squeezing in the transmitted light from a resonant cavity containing a single atom. In the bad-cavity limit this effect may be understood in terms of the theory of single-atom resonance fluorescence, and the enhanced spontaneous emission rate for an atom in a resonant cavity. Photon antibunching and squeezing in optical bistability find their origin in this single-atom effect.
According to the theory of absorptive bistability, at weak incident intensities, the size of photon antibunching for homogeneously broadened two-level , atoms in a resonant cavity is characterized byi2I3
where N is the number of atoms, p -K / Y~ is the ratio of cavity and atomic linewidths, and C = N g 2 / 2~y ,, with g the atom-field coupling constant; g ( 2 ) (~) is the normalized second-order correlation function for the transmitted light. The predicted effect is too small to be measured in existing experiments.14 However, smaller experimental systems seem feasible in which a measurable effect might be obtained. What, in principle, is the maximum attainable effect? Equation (1) is only valid for N >> 1. This limitation is revealed by the observation that g(2)(0) may be negative for small N-for reasonable values of C and p . By considering a single-atom system I set a reliable limit for the size of the photon ahtibunching effect.
I begin from the master equation for a single two-level atom interacting on resonance with a single cavity mode resonantly excited by a classical driving field. If p denotes the density operator in a frame rotating at the frequency of the driving field, then Squeezing of the intracavity rield in s degenerate parametric oscillator is calculated above threshold neglecting pug depletion. Arbitrar" squeezing is in principle obtainable. We conclude that above threshold squeezing in the steady-sd paraniztric. oscillator is limited primarily by pump depletion rather than degradation by vacuum fluctuations at the mind The squeezing predicted by the present calculatio~l bhould be observable in an oscillator operated in a transient or pulsed m j i
Introduction
The degenerate parametric amplifier has featured at the center of discussions concerning the generation of squeezed light for a nurnber of years. In the siinplest single-mode model,witliout pump depletion, the time evolution operator in a quantized theory is just the unitary operator whose action converts the vacuum into a squeezed state [ : I 1. Since the squeezing obtained depends on pump power and interaction time (crystal length). the.advantages t o be gained by resonating the fields in an optical cavity have directed attention t o the degenerate parametric oscillator as a source of squeezed light. An early calculation by Milburn and Walls using master equation inetliods and the coiiiplex P-representation produced rather pessimistic results [?I. Maximum squeezing by a factor of two was predicted a t the threshold for parainetric oscillation. ln contrast. a calculation by Yurke [3] using rather different methods was inore optimistic, predicting the possibility for perfect squeezing at threshold. The discrepancy between these calculations has recently been resolved [4, 5] by recogniziilg the distinction betwecn squeezing in the intracavity field, as calculatcd by Milburn and Walls, and in a fi-equency selected component of the output field, as calc* lated by Yurke [4, 5] . l t is found that squeezing in the intracavity field is degraded by the feeding of vacuum fluctuations associated with dissipation at the cavity mirrors into the cavity mode. By selecting a narrow band of frequencies in the output from a ty with one perfect reflector arbitrary squeezing is possible.
A [ I ] that the multimode staSility analysis for a nonlinear ring cavity exhibits a syinmetry which relates optical bistability in a cavity tuned near resonance t o self-oscillation in a cavity tuned between reso. nances. This relationship unifies two classes of multiinode instabilities: Bonifacio and Lugiato's self-pulsing instability [2] , which arises together with optical bistability in a cavity tuned near resonance, and Ikeda's instability leading t o period-doubling and chaos [3] , which arises in a cavity tuned between resonances. The purpose of this communication is t o present a stability analysis for :he nonlinear standing-wave cavity and look for a similar relationship there.
A fundamental difference between the ring and ctanding-wave cavities is that in the latter stability criteria de pend o n the length and position of the intracavity ~nedium. Casagrande et al; [4] have published a multimode st? bility analysis for absorptive bistability in a standing-wave cavity where the absorber fills the cavity. They find nonresonant mode instabilities along the upper branch of the bistability curve for C Z 60. Sargent [5] has calc lated the weak-field gain for the first pair of nonrehonant modes in absorptive bistability. He finds an instabilit when the absorber is localized at the ends of the cavity, but no instability with the absorber in the center of cavity; he suggests that the second pair of nonresonant modes might becoine unstable in the latter case. He f no instability when the absorber fills the cavity. Firth [6] has found k e d a instabilities in a standing-wave cavil filled with a Kerr medium, with one perfectly reflecting mirror. As in the ring cavity, instability occurs with th driving field tuned between cavity resonances.
Ikeda's instability has generally been regarded as a dispersive phenomenon. However, my recent work [ I ] shows that, as with optical bistability itself, within a unified formulation using a two-level medium both absor tive and dispersive instabilities exist. Here 1 will treat the simplest case of a purely absorptive medium. In secti 2 1 develop the stability analysis for a standing-wave cavity containing a two-level homogeneously broadened a sorber. arbitrarily positioned, and of arbitrary length. The analysis is carried out for the mean-field limit with0 the truncation o f the Bloch hierarchy used in ref. [4] . In section 3 I discuss results for the adiabatic liinit wher the medium response time is much shorter than the cavity round-trip time. This is a convenient inatheinatical limit since general conclusions can be drawn from analytical expressions. Although, in this liinit, positive branch instabilities in absorptive bistability cannot occur, multimode instability tluoughout the negative slope branch identifies their possibility outside the adiabatic limit [ I ] . Here the instability of Casagrande et al. [4] An alter~tive method lor determinat~on of 3-0 object fields is mesenled. The holograph~c rnulttplexing technique is employed in this method to record the multidirectional projections ol Ihe obgect fleld. The multiplexed hologram thus generated can be used to reconstruct the ti;;;,, : : . t ,l;r4ctional projectlons of the studied field sequentially iri 1i.e optical system. In additlon, It provides series sets oI prolectlon data by means of an image sensing device for computer dlgilal postprocessing. Wilh the ald of a dlgital reconstructed image, the sbucture of Ihe studied oblect field can be well derermined. illustrations of the recording and reconstructing systems as well as the algorithm adapted lo reconstruct the field image digitally are glven. Some prellmi~ry results are also provided.
(12 min) We address the distinction between resonance Raman scanering and fluorescence as the excitation source is continuously tuned through resonance. The experiments are performed in iodine vapor using a cw laser, whose Intensity is electrooptically modulated in the 0.1-50-MHz freque* cy range. A lock-in ampllfler Is used todetect both the in-phase and outof-phase response of the emission. The modulated signal is found to be the sum of two components. One component varies with angular modulatlon frequency w, as (1 + w~T~) -"~.
where T IS me lifetlme of the excited state. The other is found to be flat withln the range Of modulation tequency used In the experiment. Since the results of the modulation experiment are the Fourler transform of the response to pulsed excltation, the first component corresponds to exponential decay with the fluorescence llfetime and Uw second corresponds to a prompt response. A density matrix calculation shows that the prompt response would be absent if the absorption were independent of laser frequency. It exlsts as a result of the flnlte inhomogeneous ilnewldth and the (XeCI) operating at 308 nm photodlssociated the Pb2. while a single-mode argon-ion laser probed the ground state dimer absorption at 496.5 nm. The Pb2 was produced In a heat pipe at -130O0C. A slmilar technique was described by Kwong at a/.' and applied to atomic transition probability measurements; however, their approach requlres a measurement of the ground state atomic density. The technlque reported in this paper makes use of the fact that the laser-induced change in the ground state Pb2 density depends only on the fluence of the dissociating laser and the photodissoclatlon cross sectlon. Consequently, from a measurement of the relatlve change In the denslty as a function of fluence, the cross section may be deduced. The above analysls is valid in the approximation that the molecular vapor Is optically thin at the frequency of the dissociating laser. The widespread avallability of excimer lasers with emission Into the vacuum ultraviolet should m a d this technlque readlly appllcable to the measurement of absolute photoionization and photodlssoclation cross sections.
(12 mln) The coilisional Dicke narrowing and broadening of spectral llnes wlth foreign gas perturbers has been studied by measuring the third-order nonllnear susceptiblllty of Isolated Qbranch (0-1) D2 lines. Perturber gas mass has been varied by employing dllute (5%) binary mixtures of D2 in Hz. He, N2, or Ar, and densities at 290 K were varied Irom 0.25 to 5.7 amagat. We have used thesedata to test the validity of soft and hard collision models for descrlblng the spectral llne shape and the linewldth denslty dependence. At hlgh densities. the data are well descrlbed by Lorentzian line shapes and a Dicke dlffuslon expression for the density dependence of the lindwldth. At lower densities, the line shape functions were flt to the data whlle flxing both the pressure broadening parameters to their hlgh denslty values and the narrowing parameters to the values predicted from diffusiontheory. Forthe llght perturbinggases(H2. He). only the soft collision model 111 the line shape and gave agreement wlth the observed linewidth. For the heavy perturber gases (N2,Ar), neither model descrlbed the line shape or the linewidth dependence, the disagreement being greater for Ar. The Los Alamos Fourier transform spectrometer is a folded Michelson Interferometer uslng cat'seye reflectors for the moving minors. The maximum path difference is 5 m which gives a resolution of 0.001 cm-'. The interferometer is capable of obtaining spectra from 200 to 20,000 nm with the appropriate optics and detectors. Acquisition time for one scan is 2-6 min depending on resolw tlon and spectral region. The servo control of the interferometer uses a Zeeman split He-Ne laser In a phase lock loop operating at 1.5 MHz. The servo is capable of posltlon accuracies of 0.3 nm and can acquire an interferogram with any reasonable lree spectral range that is desired. Ths Atb ..~n-.nr?r is an effective 22-bit floating point converlgr pan nected to an array processor. The AID convarter control has self-calibration to ensure linearity over the full range. The array processor correcta for any errors in the AID converter as determined by the calibration and then digitally filters the data lo remove noise outslde the bandpass of infe~sst. The servo control and the AID converter are operated by separate 08.000 microprocessors.
( Photon antibunching has been predicted at week intensltiesalong the lower branch in optical blstabC lity Existlng theories assume large atomlq num bers to Justlfy their linearized analysis. From such a theory photon antibunching in absorptlve bislabC lity Is glven for weak intensities by where CIS the bistabllityparameter. p Istherat~od atomlc and cavity decay tlmes, and N Is the n u m b of atoms. Clearly thls result becomes lnvplid M the system size is reduced to the limn of a singb atom: then dZ) (0) IS negative for moderate v a l w of C I calculate (0) for the transm:W ",i., from an optlcai cavity contalnlng a single atm.
